Papadimitriou introduced several classes of NP search prob-
Permission to copy wifhwt fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyri ht notice and the 8 title of the publication and ds date appear, an notice is given that copyin is by permission of the Association of Computing Fix some large n and some x of length n. Then the nodes of G are the nonempty strings of length n or less, and the edges of G are determined by the values a(v) for v a node of G. For any string u not a node of G we specify a(v) = A (the empty string).
(Such values are irrelevant to the graph G and hence to the definition of a correct output. ) Also we specify a(O.. .0) = J, since the standard node should be unmatched.
For nonstandard nodes v we specify a(v) edges.
The size of a partial Migraph is IE u V'""'"\.
Fix some large n and some x of length n. We call two partial l-digraphs a and~compatible if a U T is also a partial l-digraph. Notice that since /3 is consistent, the collection 'T is also consistent
That is, if a is a branch of T(c) with leaf label {c, c'} then all branches~in T(c') that are compatible with u must have leaf label {c, c'}, and vice versa. Such a collection 'T* is very similar to the generic sgstems considered in [BIK+94] .
Reducing the combinatorial problem to a degree lower bound The difference between PT (z) and PT) (z) is that we have removed the monomial for the branch r in T' and replaced it by the sum of the monomials for all branches in T extending n. Note also that Xm has degree at most the depth of v which is at most 1-1.
We have two cases to consider.
If v is labelled with the query (pred, J for some j G [1, N] that has no predecessors in E(T) and is not in V'""'''(m) then Proofi By the definition of T*, for T = T*(c) E T any r G br(7') has some leaf label {c, c'} and such that we also have n E br(T* (c')) with leaf label {c, c'}. This association pairs two copies of every branch in T* so every X. appears an even number of times in the desired sum. Thus over GF[2] the sum is O. u 
Proofi
One direction is immediate. For the other direction, assume there exist polynomials P; of degree at most d >1 such that X, P/(z)Qj (z) = 1. Now apply the substitution ZO,, = 1 -(zI,, + . ..x~+l., ) to this linear combination. First notice that it doesn't change the degree of any coefficient monomials. There are two types of polynomials among the Q[ that are not explicitly present among the Q,: The first type is any 'range polynomial', i.e., m),, + ZI,, + . . . + x~,, -1. But thk becomes O under the substitution. The second type is of the form ZO,, . Xk,t, for k >0. However, under the substitution, the resulting combination is of degree 1 over the reduced system: [1 -(zI,, + . . . + z~,, )]. xk,, is equal to Xk,, -z~,, plus a degree O combination of XJ,, . Xk,z for O < j # k. Now Xk,t -x~,t is a degree 1 combination of the domain polynomial for k m the reduced system and some of the other polynomials since '$k,,(~~,l +Zk,:z + . . . +$k,~-1) equals Zk,, -x;,, plus a degree O combination of Zk ,j . Xk,, for j # i. Thus the degree of the combination in the reduced system is at most d.
u
By Theorem 12 proven in the next section we can now complete the proof of Theorem 6. Combining Theorem 12 with Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 we have that the existence of 'T* implies that E z @.
However, 1 is also polynomial in n < log N which contradicts I > @ for n sufficiently large. Thus the collection 'T* as defined above cannot exist. Our only assumption made to create the collection~was that no leaf of any tree T(c) for c # 0...0 had the label 0. Therefore there is some branch r of some tree T(c) for c # 0...0 with leaf label 0. It follows that a?+l = u~U a forces c to be a lonely node of GM.
This allows us to fix the computation of the reduction in the i + l-st step and by induction we can force the reduction to make an error as in the proof of Theorem 3. u Corollary 11: PPADSG~PPAG for any generic oracle G.
4
A Nullstellensatz degree lower bound for P'?-lP{+'
In this section we prove the following theorem which is of independent int crest. (1) We will now show that the above system of equations (l)- (3) has a solution over GF [2] if and only if there does not exist a particular combinatorial design. 
Proofi
We give the proof of the above lemma in the direction that we will need, although using basic linear algebra the converse direction can also be proven. The design that we produce will be symmetric in the following sense. For any two sets S, S' C [1, N + s] with ]Sl = 1S'[ we will have VS = VS. We will use the notation V~to denote VS for ISI = k. In order to describe our design it will be convenient to define the following somewhat bizarre operation. 
